Maryland Amphibian and Reptile Atlas

VERIFICATION FORM

SPECIES:

DATE OF OBSERVATION:

OBSERVER(s):
Observer Contact Info:

QUAD NAME: BLOCK: NW-1, NE-2, CW-3, CE-4, SW-5, SE-6
(Circle one)

COUNTY:

LAT/LONG (Use decimal degrees & NAD 83 datum, if possible)

Lat: Long:
Accuracy: +/- _______ Units: ___________ Source: □ GPS □ Map Estimate

NUMBER/AGE/SEX OBSERVED:

WAS SPECIMEN CAPTURED OR SIMPLY OBSERVED OR HEARD?

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIMEN:
(describe dorsal and ventral positions including color and measurements; if heard, describe vocalizations; if eggs, describe size and arrangement)

DESCRIPTION OF OCCUPIED HABITAT:

DIRECTIONS TO THE LOCATION WHERE SPECIMEN WAS FOUND:
(include town, road & directions; attach map of location if possible)

BEHAVIOR, LENGTH OF TIME OBSERVED, OR OTHER PERTINENT DETAILS:

FILENAME OF DIGITAL PHOTO OR RECORDING:
OR ATTACH PHOTOS; OR PROVIDE LABELED VOUCHER, IF TAKEN
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